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Abstract: Folding in a three-dimensional elastic continuum is investigated as a constitutive instability for a constrained 

Cosserat material, characterized by a strong anisotropy, in a way that the material is close to the elliptic boundary. 

Folding is explained as a process in which bending localizes at sharp edges separated by almost undeformed elements, so 

that folding in these materials can originate from ellipticity loss. Finally, faulting, the spontaneous formation of a finite-

size discontinuity, will be shown to be also possible in the mentioned materials [1]. 

Flutter instability of an elastic rod subject to a follower force at one end is an example of Hopf bifurcation. This is 

characterized by the so-called ‘Ziegler paradox’, related to a decrease in the critical load, as connected to an increase in 

the viscous dissipation of the system. A new experimental apparatus is presented through which the first experimental 

validation of the detrimental effect of the viscous dissipation on the critical load is provided [2]. 
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